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SOARING SKYWARD - Tom Rantz (left) and Herb Jones drift 
upward in the balloon as "Professor" MacArthur keeps a watchful eye 
on the earth-line. -
BALLOONING IS 
·'NATURAL HIGH' 
By Tom RaQtz 
The wicker basket leaned to 
the left, --then to the right, 
bounced twice rather lightly on 
the ground, and then, just like in 
"The Wizard of Oz," we were 
airborn, slowly but surely 
floating upward below the huge, 
80-foot-high balloon. 
"Professor" MacArthur's 
balloon drifted skyward, leaving 
the small crowd assembled on 
the Patterson Mall-Td-Be looking 
upward at us as we soared to 
"amazing" heights of 20 or 25 
feet. Above us the bright, 
propan e flame roared, 
continuing to fill the orange, 
pear-shaped bag of air as we 
drifted aimlessly about in the 
deepening pinks and purples of 
the sunset. 
Does it sound different, 
exhilarating, and even a bit 
magical? Well, it is! 
The kind of high that 
MacArthur's balloon ride offers 
is totally unlike any other. The 
freed o m · of free-f loating 
wei htlessness is com letel 
unique, and is probably one of 
the best "natural highs" one can 
experience in this modern day 
and age. 
MacArthur and his balloon will 
be here for the rest of the week 
as he continues with his 
Associated Student-sponsored 
lectures,, programs, and 
twice-daily ( weather permitting) 
ascensions into the "wild blue 
yonder." 
Herb Jones , Executive 
C oordinator of S t uden t 
Activities, announced that the 
two dollar fee originally required. 
for participation in the activities 
has been dropped in the hopes 
that more students will take 
advantage of the variety of 
events scheduled. 
Students are invited to take 
part in the ~scensions, which are, 
weather permitting, between 
7: 00 and ·8: 00 a.m. and 6:00 
and 7 :00 p.m. daily. The 
"Professor" will take up as many 
people as he can while he is here 
at Eastern, so come on fo~ks, get 
I 
in this ·issue ... 
furness warns consumers 
''beverages'~ race is set 
blood drive to open 
I 
cheney, washington 99004 
I 
20% TURNOUT NEEDEQ 
TO DECIDE AME·NDMENTS 
-Sever al referendums and 
amendments face Eastern voters 
today in the general election 
_ and at least 1200 must vote to 
ratify it. 
Pat O'Donnell, A.S. Internal 
Affairs advisor, emphasized the 
fact that a 20 percent turnout 
was needed to decide the fate of 
certain constitutional 
amendments on the ballot. 
Also, seven seats in the A.S. 
legislature will be decided today. 
. Three amendments, 
considered important by 
In the presidential preference 
poll, the top three finishers, with 
their percent of vote · were: 
Henry Jackson, 14.15; Richard 
Nixon, 11.75; and Ted Kennedy, 
13.35. 
Final results of the primary 
had the following squaring off in 
today's election: 
Spokane position one-Rick 
Schierman, 13. 20; Cleo tis Ray, 
86.79. 
Spokane position two-Pat 
O'Donnell, ( unopposed). 
Spokane position four-John 
Greer, (unoppose~). 
Spokane position five-Arthur 
Maginnis, (unopposed). 
Cheney position three-Jim , 
Copeland, 39.09; George E. 
Lewis, 30.00. 
Cheney positiQn six-Terry 
Stratton, 37.71; David P. 
Hayden, 46.49. 
Cheney position 12-Ronald 
Clinton, 25.24; Mark Womble, 
31.06 . 
O'Donnell, cover such areas as 
increasing the size of th«: 
supreme court from five to seven 
justices, and establishing 
procedure for handling dorm 
cases. 
Alcohol Issue Goes 
To B.O.T. Meeting 
Also, allowing voters to cast 
ballots without needing I.D., and 
third, permitting the A.S. to get 
election clerks from within the 
college. 
Two referendums concerning 
alcoholic beverages on campus 
and hitchhiking will also be on 
the ballot to determine the 
general mood of those on 
campus. 
O'Donnell said the turnout last 
week was "very low" with only 
357 voting. 
Gen. Requirements 
Altered For Utility 
Do Eastern students over 21 
have the right to drink in the 
privacy of their own room on · 
campus? 
In. a m.emo released to the 
Board of Trustees, Associated 
Students President John Allen 
maintains that they do. 
Allen, in that memo, propose~ 
that the existing. school policy 
concerning the use of alcohol on 
campus be amended as follows: 
"Consumption of alcoholic 
beverages is prohibited in 
resid~nce · halls EXCEPT in the 
privacy of student's rooms in 
accordance with Washington 
State , liquor laws and related 
codes. ,i 
Physical education, psychology In addition to the proposal, 
and history · are no longer Allen recommends this revised 
required courses under the new policy be supported by an 
General Coll'ege Requirements to additional six point program. 
take effect immediately. Basically, this program covers 
Under the new program, social such things as allowing a dorm 
science; humanities, natural resident to state whether or not 
science, and mathematics are he wants a roommate who 
established as areas for general drinks alcohol. 
education requirements. A Also, instructing each hall 
student may ta ke 20 credits in director to hold orientation 
one area, 20 ·more credits in sessions to discuss the drinking 
anoth,er area, and 15 credits in a policy, and providing for 
third . . As an option, a student disciplinary action for those who 
may take five hours in an area violate the policy and 
called psycho-motor and services regulations. 
which .may include physical Allen's memo also makes note 
education \. and art. The five· of the problem of minors 
c·redits in this area may be drinking on campus. 
substituted for part of the 20 In it, he says such a situation is 
hours required in another area. already present in dorms and, 
The hours taken for fulfillment " It does not seem that any 
o f ge n e r a l e ducatio n subsequent handling of the 
requirements may not be applied problem ( with minors) under a 
toward a student's major. new policy would require . . 
However, supportmg courses adjustment in current practice." 
taken outside a student's major Allen's entire memo is keyed 
may be applied toward t hese towards a Board of Trustees 
requirements. No student may meeting later this month, when 
apply more than 10 credits more information on the issue 
taken in any one department will be presented. 
toward fulfillment of the This will include such things as 
analysis from a Washington State 
University dorm liquor 
committee. 
Emphasized in Allen's memo is 
the fact that Eastern is the only 
four year college in the state 
that prohibits the use of alcohol 
on campus. 
New Calendar 
To Be Considered 
The Undergraduate Affairs 
Council will .. meet today to 
consi~er, among other things, a 
new college calendar. 
Although changes are made to 
the calendar every year, several 
of the new propos~s deal with 
changing the concept of the 
calendar entirely. 
One proposal in particular, 
advocates the abolishment of 
finals week and refers to it as a 
'farce'. The proposal states that 
the professors that use finals 
week have become the "bad 
guys". 
Other p r opo sals suggest 
lengthening classes to an hour 
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, editorial 
It has now been 
who-knows-how-many-ti mes--t:he 
the Board of Trustees. 
announced for 
beer proposal is going to 
Sometimes it is hard to determine which member of the 
bureaucratic process is playing games w.ith its constituency. 
Student government has become known for such 
gamesmanship by not doing things--anything. 
Now, however, student government is at least working 
with something--the beer proposal. 
Student body officers have consistently brought the idea 
of beer on campus to the Board of Trustees. Each time to 
be met just as consistently by Board demands for yet 
another prerequisite for beginning to. even consider beer on 
campus. 
Now we are not saying that some of the requests by the 
Board were not reasonable--however this process could go 
on forever. 
At this point it's not really important whether anyone 
favors beer on campus or not. What is important is that 
student government in one instance seems to be carrying 
through a program only to be met by an unresistant Board 
of_ ~rustees. A Board_ that seems to prefer hedging, making 
· trtv1al demands, and ,n general evading an issue rather than 
taking a stand--an y stand. 
If the Board would at least make a definite move students 
and the Board might come to some sort of equitable 
decision. 
Then perhaps student government could get on to 
handling the more real problems that face Eastern students. 
That is if now that student government seems to be 
activated we can get a similar response from the Board of 
Trustees. 
the easterner 
editor ...... ........... ......... ............... ... ............ ....................... jennif er davis 
associate editor .. ..... ............................................ : .... ...... ... .... tom rantz 
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copy editor .... .... ...................................... ... ................. .. . karin fladwed 
ad manager ... ..... ................................... .................................. rich flora 
circu~ation manager ...... .... .... .... ......... .... .... ...... ... ... ............... bob bubof 
,photographers ............................ ... .................................. frank hansche 
bob simpson 
the doctor's bag 
by Arnold Werner M.D. 
QUESTION: I've heard that after a bee or wasp sting, a piece of meat 
can be placed over the wound to draw out the poison and/or stinger. 
Is this merely an old wives' tale or is there some truth to it? 
ANSWER: Apiece of meat on a bee sting will do nothing that a cold 
compress will not do, except draw flies. Honey bees stin2 only once as 
they leave their stinger in the wound or lose it soon after the sting, 
dying a short wnlle later. The wasp is less dramatic and recovers its 
stinger to use again when the occasion arises. 
The venom deposited during the sting is a complex substance and 
inclµdes materials that break down cell walls and cause swelling. The 
venom gets into the blood stream fairly rapidly. Some people 
develope severe allergies with repeated bee st\ngs and can have a fatal 
reaction. Other people automatically desensitize (most bee keepers) 
and have very little response from the sting. If you develop a marked, 
generalized reaction to a sting, including a rash and cramps, it would 
be wise to visit a physician and determine if you are becoming allergic. 
In such a case, controlled desensitization is recommended, and you 
might be advised to equip yourself with a supply of emergency 
medicines to treat a severe allergic reaction. 
.QUESTION: I am planning on having another child soon and hope to 
nurse the baby, but have been reading lately that mother's breast milk 
has so much DDT in it that it could not be sold in a store. Is this true? 
Since DDT is stored in fat tissues cart you get rid of it by dieting? 
Also, we eat a lot of liver, heart, etc.; is that where DDT is stored? 
ANSWER·.:1 While it is true that trace amounts of DDT can be found 
in human milk (as well as in cow's milk) the amount is very small and 
fortunately not harmful. The presence of DDT in mother's milk has 
been used to dramatize the degree to which we have become poisoned 
by a variety of substances along with our environment. Some women 
have been frightened into thinking that it is dangerous to breast feed 
their children, but mother's milk is generally a pure product subject to 
fewer contaminations than cow's milk. 
An expert in pesticides helped with the following information: 
Losing weight only tends to concentrate ' the amount of DDT in less 
fat. It has no advantages in eliminating the DDT. He also indicated 
that organs such as liver, brain, kidneys and heart tend to contain 
much less DDT than other parts of the body. At least in part, this is 
related to the relative absence of fat in these organs. 




THE EASTERNER welcomes 
letters to the editor. Letters 
should be typed, double spaced, 
signed and not more than 250 
words. 
To the editor: 
Instead of berating EWSC's 
implied lack of "a relatively 
mature marketplace fer the 
interchange of ideas", the 
Easterner should grow up. On 
the same page as the editorial, 
you proceed to seriously violate 
a professional journalistic ethic 
by reprinting Lascalles' poem 
"The Box" from John Denver's 
album: "Poems, ' Prayers and 
Promises" without obtaining 
reprint permission from ASCAP 
or BMI, · which constitutes 
plagerism and violation of 
copyright; for both charges you 
can. be sued. The party bringing 
suit would certainly collect. 
Other unprofessional behavior 
includes the prolonged use of 
first names and "Professor" in 
quotes when last names without 
titles should be used after the 
first time, omission of 
apostrophes in var ious 
possessives and a complete lack 
of in-depth reporting. Beside 
such atrocities, a condom ad is 
neglible. 
This newspaper has a long way 
to go before it can provide a 
relatively mature 
market place. 
Susan M. Scott 
607 "C" St. No. 6 
Cheney, WA. 99004. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: ASCAP and 
BMI govern the performing 
rights only on the material 
p rioted in last week's 
EASTERNER 
To whom it may concern: 
Concerning the new draperies 
in the PUB , I thirik they are 
grossly uncalled for. For one 
t hing, they do not go along with 
the design of the building, plus 
they block the view and add 
nothing to the general decor. 
Besides this, they are an added 
expense just in terms of 
cleaning, no t to mention the 
initial cost. [f the color was t he 
I 
thing they wanted, why not 
simply paint the windows? At 
least that wouldn't interfere 
with the architect's total 
concept of the building. 
In conclusion, I must take my 
hat off to all those concerned in 




By Herb Jones 
MacArthur, that renowned 
professor, continues his classes 
(and hopefully his flights). 
Those of you who haven't signed 
up for the class are welcome to 
attend as the class didn't fill . 
This will be the rest of the week 
at Showalter Auditorium on a 
regular class schedule in the 
mornings. 
Also in the offering this week 
is another three days of 
coffeehouse. We are presenting 
JOY BRADY, a lovely young 
troubador who played here last 
year and has spent extensive 
time on tour and in Chicago. It 
is FREE to students, Wed., 
Thurs. and Friday at 8:00 p.m. 
in the SUB Harbor. 
The movie this weekend is 
"Paint Your Wagon", the story 
of life and love in a mining town 
during it's birth. Clint Eastwood 
and Lee Marvin head up the 
all-star cast. The film is rated 
GP, will be both Saturday and 
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. in the PUB 
and is 25 cei;its for students. 
We · should apologize for the 
slow lines at the movies· but we 
hope to clear this up soon! 
Please bring student I.D. to all 
events, in order that we may 
distinguish you from campus 
visitors .. . thanks . .. 
Finally, Friday's dance will be 
in the PUB with the band 
"Fairweather". The ballon class 
may show off their creation as 
well. Should be a good time. , 
By Win Paulson 
" In everyone's life there's a 
'Summer of '42'" claim the ads 
for this current Warner Brothers 
release. Although it is on a 
second engagement, it is the best 
of the new entries to the 
Spokane film scene. 
Based on a story by Hermann 
Raucher, "Summer of '42' 
centers around the adventures of 
three high school boys, two of 
whom have sexual intercourse 
for the first time with the aid of 
an old medical textbook found r 
by the third . 
Hermie, leader of the three, 
becomes a distant admirer of 
Dorothy, an "older" married 
woman of 22 and spends the 
majority of his time denying it 
to his friends and devising ways 
to be around her. 
_One night at the movies (a 
vintage Bette Davis thing) 
Hermie and his best friend Oskie 
(a loud-mouth jock-type) pick 
up two girls and spend the 
evening in the balcony trying to 
be wolves. Neither has a lot of 
success . . 
This is possibly the best film 
released so far this year, at .least 
until the Thanksgiving-Christmas 
releases. ("Fiddler on the Roof" 
is coming in November.) Leading 
artists Jennifer O'Neill an<J,-Gary 
Grimes both promise to become 
excellent performers. The music 
theme, composed by Michel 
LeGrand, is an integral part of 
the film. 
Another offering, while not 
really new, is the joint release of 
"Around the World in 80 Days" 
and "West Side Story." The 
main idea is, if you want to see 
"West Side Story " without 
mm e r<.~ials, go ahead, 
therwise wait until Nov mbcr 
and watch it on televisi n. 
/ 
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Bl-ACK STUDIES DIRECTOR 
NEEDED NOW. FOR CAMPUS 
'"The 13lack f' tudent Union is 
attempting to sustain a n all--out 
drive at increasjng relations 
bet ween the 'advantag ~d ' and 
'cJisadvan taged' st udcn ts." So 
read the first line of a le tler 
fr ' 111 the ~ Bla ck Sludie 
('(1111111itlei: to the focully, 
:1d 111 in isl ru Lors, st uden ls and 
studL'lll groups or EWSC. 
A major factor in this drive 
would be the hiring or a black 
studies tlirector. The BSU feeJs a 
directo r would bring about 
helter racial relation between 
blacks an<l whites by helping 
them to und ers tand et1ch other. 
The director's function would be 
to develop a wide range or Black 
Studies to be a part of Ea tern's 
curriculum, according to Jimmy 
Williams, member of the Black 
Studies Committee. 
Black Advisor, Al Stallworth 
added that Black Studies 
director would "write programs 
to obtain funds to subsidize 
black students beyond present 
financial aid." 
The BSU has been trying to 
obtain a Black Studies Director 
for two years. Members of the 
BSU feel that they have been 
put-off and slowed down with · 
legalities. Jimmy Williams says, 
"The (the administrators) insist 




The possibility of starting an 
Associated Student Art Market 
was discussed at the second 
meeting of the Associated 
Students Legislature. 
qhe purpose of the market 
would be "to broaden student 
awareness of local art and to 
foster a general appreciation for 
the graphic arts," according to a 
leaflet on the market. If the 
program materializes, a panel of 
judges, including professional 
artists and students would judge 
the works of EWSC students. 
One hundred and fifcy dollars 
would be awarded to the first 
place winner, one hundred to 
the second place winner, and 
fifty dollars to th~ third place 
winner. After judging, A.S.woulcl 
rrnrchase the best works and 
build a permanent AS collection 
for display in the PUB. 
Other business conducted at 
the Legislature included 
acceptance of an amendment to 
change the number of Superior 
Court judges from five to seven, 
and the passing of an act to 
assign two election clerks to 
ea ch polling place during 
elections. The clerks would he 
responsible for supervising the 
ballots, ballot box-es, and voting 
at that polling place. Another 
act was passed to insure that the 
A.S. Co ur t will be run by 
Robert's Rules of order. 
;, 
Henry-York Ste iner Dean of 
Undergraduate tudjes, said in 
hi. Fall Statement on Policy, "It 
would be difficult, if no t 
impossible, financially , to hire a 
Black Studies Director. Even if 
we could find his salary, he'd 
have no control over funds." 
The Easterner regrets Dean 
Steiner could not be reachec;l for 
more rec.:ent comments. 
Further problems are 
ignorance of th e situation anci 
apathy by the white students, 
according to Williams. 
The BSU asks students who 
would like to voice opinions to 
address letters to President 
Shuck or Dr. Roland Lewis of 
the Black Studies Committee. 
The BSU asks parties interested 
in the immediate hiring of a 
Black Studies Director to 
contact Art Sullivan or Louis 
Bell at 359-2526 by tomorrow. 
TENANTS RECEIVE 
LISTING SERVICE 
That being to establish a listing 
of rental units. in the Cheney 
area. , 
It is now completed and will 
be presented in the form of a 
listing board to be mounted in 
the PUB this week. 
Card emphasized the fact that 
the listing would show only 
those units available for rent. 
The basis for this listing board 
is rooted in the contacting of 
nearly all landlords in Cheney 
this last summer. 24 7 inaicated 
their cooperation with the 
tenents' Union. 
However, Card pointed out 
that over 70% of the rental units 
in Cheney are .controlled by a 
The Tenants' Union is alive 
and well in Patterson 3034, and 
functioning. 
At least that is where Paul 
Card is, and because of his 
position as manager, he is the 
Tenants' Union. 
Even though he hasn't been 
occupying his "official" office in 
the PUB, Card has been working 
on the prime directive handed 
down to him from the A.S. 
handful of landlords, and some 
would not cooperate. 
In other words, of the 24 7 
cooperating landlords, most are 
th03e with only one or two units 
to rent, not the multi-unit 
apartment complexes now 
common in Cheney. 
Card however feels that this is 
in a way fortunate , because it is 
these apartments, located in 
basements or some landowner's 
spare room, that are low.er in 
rent than those in large 
apartment complexes. 
At present that listing board is 
the first major project 
undertaken by Card in the role 
of Tenants' Union manager. 
"Once the board is up and 
operating· on a day-to-day basis, 
the Union will begin to function 
stronger than it is now," said 
Card. 
He said because of limited time 
he cannot man the PUB office, 
but will work out of the 
Patterson Half. Office and be 
available to advise or help 
renters needing counseling. 
IMC Adds Many Ne~ 
Films To Collection 
Most of man 's follies, 
triumphs , delusions and , 
diversions are now available fo 
Eastern students Fall and Winter 
quarters. Much of the 20th 
century has been collected in to a 
film , library by Blackhawk Films 
which is making the films 
available to the library on a 
preview basis. 
The library, in turn, is allowing 
students to check them out for 
overnight use from the IMC 
Listening Lab. Students will be 
able to check out up to three 
films. Projectors can also be 
checked out, but they must be 
reserved in advance from the 
IMC office. The films, running 
from 5 to 30 minutes, are 8mm 
and super 8mm, and are in black 
and white and color. 
The rn ms cover nearly all of 
man's endeavors in the 20th 
century. History and adventure 
devotees will be able to view 
THE CONQUEST OF THE 
NORTH POLE and films of the 
Apollo moon expeditions. 
The lives of some of the 
century's most famous 
perso.1.1alities are also available on 
documentary. 
The Blackhawk collection also 
incltJdes films cataloging the 
growth of the modern cinema. 
Many silent greats can be seen, 
inducting THE GREAT TRAIN 
ROBBERY and the 1920 vers\on 
of DR. JEKYLL AND MR. 
HYDE. 
Those enjoying good old 
light-hearted entertainment will 
be able to enjoy the comedies of 
such kings of mirth as W.C. 
Fields, Charlie Chaplin, and 
Laurel and Hardy. 
The greatest filmed happenings 
from the world of sports, 
ranging from the tense, exciting 
Frazier-Ali heavyweight fight to 
the triumph of the Amazing 
Mets, are included in the 
collection. Many annual sports 
events such as the Indianapolis 
500 are available for viewing. 
In general, the collection 
provides a variety of films which 
cover vast areas of inter st. 
--~-~TUDYING EASTERN'S OPERATION - Peter Cooper, director of 
the new Office of Institutional Reasearch, is responsible for 
determining the quality of Eastern's educational and service programs. 
Institutional Researc• 
.Office Developed Here 
This fall quarter a new 
administrative office, known as 
the Office of Institutional 
Research, was created at 
Eastern. 
According to Peter Cooper, 
director of this office, it was 
created in order to deal with 
some of the pressing problems 
facing Eastern in the Area of 
administration. It was felt that 
Eastern needed a full-time, paid 
staff member who could spend 
his time looking at Eastern; 
observing its administrative 
structure and function in order 
to find out how things are being 
done now and how they can be 
done more effectively. · 
Cooper sees his role as that of 
a management or administrative 
consultant. He functions not as a 
decision maker but as an advisor 
and coordinator of programs and 
information. Part of his job is to 
provide data and information to 
the adminjstration, faculty and 
students about how the college 
can best serve the needs of the . 
students and community. 
Cooper will be helping to 
establish the long-range goals of 
the· college and setting 
mechanisms for achieving these 
goals. He will also be coriducting 
studies of · different related 
subjects and helping other 
people in their studies. 
One of the things that Cooper 
said he will be doing is working 
with others on the enrollment 
question. He will be doing 
research on it and will be trying 
to discover the reasons for 
Eastern's drop in enrollment and 
why it wasn't expected. He is 
interested in the possibilities of 
using computers to predict 
enrollment trends. He will be 
working on finding out what can 
be ,done about the enrollment 
drop 
Cooper is hopeful that his 
work will help to make Eastern 
more effective in its function as · 
a college. He is trying to answer 
the question which many have 
been asking, "Are we doing the 
right things for our money?" He. 
feels that he will be able to save 
the school money in the long 
run. 
Cooper holds a Bachelor of 
Science · Degree in mathematics 
and is working .. on his Masters 
dissertation on computer science 
at New Mexico University. He 
has expericne working for IBM 
in Australia and as a Computer 
· Program Director. 
(cont'd. from page 1) 
history and psychology are no 
longer r~d.. comoositiort, 
cours~ is still compulsory. 
According to Dean Steiner of 
the Undergraduate Studies 
Office, general education 
requirements serve to broaden a 
student's background and give 
him a wider range of knowledge. 
In addition to a major, which 
gives specialized knowledge, a 
student needs more general 
information · as well, Dean 
Steiner said. 
Questions on the new program 
may be directed to Dean Steiner 
of the Undergraduate Studies 
Office in Showalter. 
ASK YOUR PREACHER! 
Live! Call in your Bible Questions 
KUDY 1280 KC 
11 :00 a.m. Weekdays 
You Are Invited to Attend 
Church of Christ 
W. 3525 Crown Pl. 
Spokane, Wa. 99208 
Services: 10:00, 11 :00 a .m .. 6 :00 p.m. 
For Rides, Information, call 
FA 6-5736 
APPLY NOW FOR AN ABSENliEE BALLOT IF YOU CANNOT VOTE IN PERSON 
Any rcgist ·red voter who will be away from home on the day of the 
clection--or is so physically handicapped that he (or she) cannot vote in person 
should apply now for an absentee ballot. Any signed request containing the 
necessary in forma tion will be ho nored. For your convenienc , a model 
app licatio n is reproduced belo w. 
Our absentee voting procedure has been greatly simplified in that it is no 
longer necessary to mark your ballot in the pre ence of a notary public. All that 
is required is for the absentee voter to sign the affidavit which is printed upon 
the envelope used to mail back the marked ballot. 
In order _to be certain that the voter's application is authentic, our laws require 
t~at the signature upon the application be verified by comparison with the 
s1~nat urc on the voter's permanent registration record. 
l 
APPLY NOW FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT IF YOU CANNOT VOTE IN 
PERSON Send this application to your county auditor. 
APPLICATION FOR GENERAL ELECTION ABSENTEE This application is 
being made for an absentee ballot for the approaching: ..... November 2, 1971 
County ·General Election My reason for requesting an absentee ballot is: (Check 
appropriate squre) (Check appropriate squre) ... . .I expect to be absent from my 
precinct during the polling hours on the day of said election ..... .I am so 
incapacitated that 1 cannot attend at the polls and vote in the usual way at said 
election. [ hereby de lare that I am a qualified elector in ................ .. (Name of 
County), State of Washington, and that I am registered for voting at the 
following address: .. ........................... (Street and number, or rural 
route) ......... ............... (City or town). My voting precinct is: ............................ . 
~If po~s~ble .fill in precinct name or number) (Print name here for positive 
1 den ti f 1 cat 1 on)..................... ... (Signature of voter) ............................... . 
(Street)............................ . ..... ...... .. (City) ...................................... . 
(State) ....................... (Fill in address where you wish absentee ballot sent) 
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CONSUMER .GAME 
IS BIG BUSINESS 
The consumer game, pitting 
two teams, one against the 
other, was the focal point of 
Consumer Advisor Betty 
Furness' speech Monday in 
Showalter Auditorium. 
A full house was on hand to 
hear Miss Furness tell of the 
contest between producers and 
consumers, with the actual 
product in the middle. 
She pointed out that one. of 
the biggest problems facing the 
consumer is lack of information. 
''Even the most devout 
housewife can only guess what 
her family consumes." 
. Miss Fume~. one-time Special 
Assistant for Consumer Affairs 
to President Johnson, relayed to 
her audience the importance of 
going to the producer when they 
have legitimate grievances, and 
the need to know. 
The actual store should be 
where complaints are sent first 
L -lstening 
she said, but no one should be 
afraid to go to the top, the 
company president. 
When all else faiJs, she said, the 
only thing left is to organize, 
and make a cooperative effort. 
Miss Furness, at times directing 
questions directly at the 
audience, brought up several 
example~ of where consumers 
were getting the wrong end of 
the deal. 
Stacking up several sizes of 
soft drink containers on a table, 
she showed how the "economy 
size" was not always the 
cheapist. 
On another note, she said the 
consumer is looking more and 
more towards government for 
help, but not really getting it. 
State legislators are really just 
businessmen and producers 
themselves and ilave their own 
interests to look a.fter. 
She also warned 1gainst 
Lab Has 
"consumer religion" that hits 
politicians at election time, but 
fades away when another term is 
assured. · 
I Miss Furness managed a 
realistic view of why 
corporations do the things fhey 
do to consumers, she said, 
"Business is in business to do 
business.,, / 
She added that competition 
was an important factor why 
companies do11't put the 
consumer first, but not a 
complete excuse. 
Miss Furness assessed the total 
issue · by saying, "We're going to 
have to look out for ourselves 
the best we can." 
Parking Lot 
Recommended 
A re commendation to 
purchase more land and 
construct a new parking lot for 
Kingston Hall will be sent to the 
Board of Trustees for 
consideration at their meeting 
this Saturday. 
Varied Possib ilitie-s 
The block of land involved is 
· bounded by 5th, D, 6th, and C 
streets. The recommendation 
from the facilities planning 
committee also includes a 
request for a "green belt" to 
assure the aesthetic quality of 
_the living environment to the 
present surrounding residents. 
By Rob Allen 
When Sue Bemel, Listening 
Lab Director, told me many 
seniors come into the fab asking 
"Why hadn't I been told about 
this service before?", I wasn't · 
surprised. Many students have 
told me they didn't know about 
this or that service until they 
'bumped into it.' 
So that's what prompted me to 
start this column. If I can help 
students become aware of 
facilities available for their use, 
I'll k'eep writing . .If I become 
trite or rebundant, let me know 
and I'll stop. 
The Listening and 
Self-Instructional Lab is· located 
on the main floor of the Library 
and is designed to assist the 
g~ral student in learning 
process through audio and visual 
aids. 
Sue Bemel, Lab Director, and 
Bertha, an audio deck worth 
thousands of dollars, are on 
hand daily to assist students 
with lab facilities. 
Included in the facilities are 
various cartridge and re·e1 to reel 
tapes. The tapes feature teaching 
aids for professors as well as 
class assigned listening tapes for 
classes such as Psychology and 
Music in the Humanities. 
The lab has an assorted record 
· collection that includes poetry, 
plays, old radio shows, classical 
music, ect. The records are 
non-circulating but most records 
have been tape recorded for use 
outside of the lab. 
Students can view 16mm films 
in the Self Instructional Lab that 
they possibly missed in class or 
have for their own self 
instruction. Various slide 
presentations are offered 
Monday and Wednesday 8:00 
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. T~es., Thurs., 
Fri. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sat. 
closed. Sunday 3:00 p.m. to 
8:00 p.m .. 
EAGER TO ASSIST - Sue Demel, one of the employees at the IMC 
ListeninB Lab, can help students with their audio-visual problems. The 
Listei;ling Lab is one of the facilities here on campus which many 
students could take better advantage of by a little investigation and 





SPEAKING OUT FOR CONSUMERS - Betty Furness, ex-Consumer 
Affairs Advisor for President Johnson, spoke here Monday about 
consumer affairs and protection. 
ALUMNI 
CAMPUS 
"EWSC Alumni Association 
members are planning a visit to 
the campus this Thursday and 
Friday, Oct. 14-15," Graham 
Johnson, Director of Public 
Services said. 
Alumni Leaders have indicated 
that the image of Eastern is of 
primary concern to them. This 
visit is aimed at getting better 
aquainted with the1 campus and 
the academic offerings as they 
are today. Twenty-five selected 
alumni will meet early Thursday 
morning with various division 
deans. 
Immediately following these 
get-togethers, the teams wiU 
begin visit·ing various 
PLAN 
VISIT 
departments.- Drop-in visits to 
classes are on the remainder of 
the agenda. 
After visitation, a report to the 
Board of Trustees, the Alumni, 
faculty, legislators, students and 
the general public will follow. 
This report will be staged in the 
form of a half hour video-tape 
on KSPO. 
"J'hese people are friends and 
should be greeted as such," 
emphasized Mr. Johnson. "The 
success of the venture and its 
eventual value to EWSC will -be 
directly proportional to our 
willingness to cooperate openly 
and fully." 
GO SA VAGESIII 
Watch for the Opening 
of our Newv Game Roon, 
4 - POOL TABLES - NOVEL TY MACHINES 








Visit our "Thunder Room" 
for Beer, Wine 
& Sandwiches 
PH. 235-6278 
1706 · 2ND 
including some that have 
accompanying audio aids. Slides 
range in subject matter from 
primitive art to modern China. 
The lab also offers video tape 
playback, non audio film loops, 
the Blackhawk film series, a drug 
identification kit, and many 
other materials that may be used 
for self instruction. 
INNISFREE 
MANUSCRIPTS 
Students who are not 
aquainted with the Listening and 
Self-Instructional Lab should 
drop-in during any of the listed 
hou rs liste d below and 
familiarize themselves with the 
educational aids available to 
them. 









Eastem's R.O.T.C. will- be 
sponsoring a blood drive on Oct. 
14 and 15 in the social center of 
Louise Anderson Hall. 
According to Skip Smyser, 
information officer for the 
blood drive, the goal of the drive 
is to double last year's total of 
262 pints donated. In order to 
help reach this goal two trophies 
will be awarded, one to the 
organization that has the most 
people who donate and one to 
the organization that has the b~st 
percentage of donors. 
Streeter Hall has challenged all 
other dorms and organizations 
to see who can donate the most 
blood. Smyser urges all other 
groups to meet this challange 
and to help R.O.T.C. reach its 
goal. Smyser said that the blood 
is for a good cause and that all 
students and their families are 
eligable to use the Blood Bank at 
no cost. 
CO-AM EXPRESS-ES . 
DISSENTING VIEWS 
Several members of the 
Concerned Officers and 
Airmen's Movement (CO-AM) 
will present their views of 
· dissent in the military in a 
program set for 7: 30 tonight in 
the PUB multipurpose room. 
The group ha·s had to contena 
with harrasement from the Air 
Force, including an attempt to 
discharge three of their members 
on a trumpped-up charge of 
substandard performance of 
duty. That was quickly stopped 
with a suit against the Air Force 
and the Department of Defense. 
I VANT TO SU YOUR.BLOOD! -The 'R.O.T.C. sponsored annual Blood Drive will be held October 14' 
and 1 S in social center at Louise Ander~on Han. Shown helping in the procedure are from left, Georgi 
The presentation will deal with 
life in the military and what it 
means to dissent with regard to 
the war while in the military. A 
question and answer session will 
follow the talk. 
Their program tonight is part 
of their effort to inform the 
public of the facts of life in the 
military and of their struggle to 
retain their rights while members 
of ther Armed Forces. 
CO-AM came into existence 
this · past Spring when eight 
officers at Fairchild AFB sent a 
letter to the editor of the 
Spokesman-Review stating their 
opposition to the war. Upon 
publication of the letter the 
officers were called in to the 
Losh, Skip Smyser, Lisa Veium, and Kathy Morris. ~ 
office of the vice-wing 
commander and chastised" In the 
following weeks regular meetings 
were held at the Unitarian 
Church and the group grew to 
include enlisted men. 
EW.SC PAC WORKS ON 
·STU DENT PROBLEMS 
In August the group published 
its first newsletter. This was 
followed by more harrassment 
and threats of discharge for 
dissident activity. 
The group has given the same 
presentation . at the Spokane 
Unitarian Church and will be 
going to Missoula, Montana this 
weekend to address the Missoula 
Women for Peace. 
Students or groups interested 
in working on · statewide issues 
through the Washington State 
Legislature may find assistance 
from the campus Political 
Action Committee. 
According to LeAnna Shaw,. 
Eastern's new PAC chairman, 
the committee is designed not 
only to provide legislators with 
student opinion but also to help 
students to determine and 
research issues and to bring these 
issues to the legislature. 
In addition, Mrs. Shaw said 
PAC hopes to provide the 
campus with information on 
student issues before the 
legislature. 
Eastern is a member of the 
Intercollegiate Political Affairs 
Commission which coordinates 
the local Political Action 
Committees on each of the state 
college and university campuses. 
!PAC maintains an office and 
staff iI1 Olympia during the 
legisla~ive session to research 
I 
II 
MORRISSON, DRESSLER, DRYDEN, L.A., 
PEARCE, I.K.'S CIRCLE K, 
FRATERNITIES 
& SORORITIESIII 
issues and provide information 
to both legislators and the 
campuses. 
Mrs. Shaw said that Eastern's 
PAC is now organizing for the 
1972 legislative session. The 
group, however, will cover local 
as well as state issues. 
This year's first PAC meeting 
will be Oct. 18, 12:00 noon in 
room 3d of the PUB. Mrs. Shaw 
emphasized that PAC needs 
members. 
CAN YOU DONATE 





HELD AT L.A. SOCIAL LOUNGE 
OCT. 14 & 15. 
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EXPLOSIVE BOISE St INVADE'S 
HE ~ ....... .._.1Savages Bury 
l(entral 27 • 14 
Imagine! Skiing off a run of artificial snow, 2600 feet 
long. Discovering rest or entertainment in an athletic 
complex that consists 9f a plush lodge, combination 
Fieldhouse-ice arena, ski area, heated outdoor swimming 
pool, putting green, tennis and basketball courts and a 
half-mile track with grassed "infield. This is only part of the 
most unique area in the northwest named Holiday Hills. 
Located 15 miles east of Spokane, the multi-million dollar 
complex will consist basically of two levels. 
The first level wi ll be that of the athletic complex. The 
Fieldhouse will be large enough for a regulation hockey rink 
or three basketball courts when completed. 
The half-mile track, located in a giant bowl, behind the 
lodge, is 60 feet wide with banked turns. Although 
developed for snowmobile racing, it can also accomodate 
motorcycles and cars. Lights will be installed for night use 
as well as a large pressbox. 
The ski area will consist of three- lighted runs, the longest 
being that of 2600 feet. Snow, if not provided by natural 
means, will be suppli~d by two portable snow-makers which 
create a two-to-three foot base by forcing water and 
compressed air together through jet-sprinkler nozzles. A 
temperature of 28 degrees or less is needed for qualitv 
snow. 
The second level, to be completed in the next two years, 
will consist of motels, rodeo grounds, a par-3 golf course, 
softball fields and tennis courts. 
HOLIDAY HILLS - An Artist's Conception 
Rental equipment will not onlv include skis and boots, 
but also zip-on warmup pants,, parkas and even gloves. 
The hill's three runs which cover 12 acres, are either 
designed for the beginner, intermediate or advanced. 
Lighting will be provided for night skiing. It will be unique 
lighting for a ski area in that it will be behind the skier at all 
times. Thus the skier skis in a pool of light, allowing him 
always to see his own shadow. 
Certainly Holiday Hills will be a recreation area that is ohe 
of its kind. It will provide everyone an activity, 
entertainment and excitement to fit their lik Ing. 
EVERGREEN CONFERENCE 
Western Wash , 
East. Oregon 
Ea~ern Wash. 




Leag..- All Games 
W L PF PA W L 
l II 1, 2S 3 1 
l O AO 2, l 1 
1 0 27 14 3 1 
I 1 64 20 3 1 
0 'l 2• 50 0 4 
0 'l t O O 4 
0 l 20 17 0 4 
By J. J. Trentwood 
Easterner Football Writer 
"Qur players are looking 
forward to this game as the 
biggest challenge of their college 
careers," Savage mentor John 
Massengaie said as his charges 
prepared for powerful Boise 
State in a football encounter 
Saturday at l: 30 in Woodward 
Stadium. 
With the Broncos scheduled 
for Saturday it gave the Savages 
little time to enjoy the 27-14 
win scored over Central before 
the 4,000 fans. While Eastern 
was defeating .winless Central 
Boise was crushing 8th-rated, 
nationally Montana, 4 7-24. 
The Broncos are led by 
quarterback Eric Gutlirie . on 
offei:ise and are noted for one of 
the most punishing defenses in 
the Big Sky Conference. 
Included in their four wins and 
one loss mark is a 4 7-14 win 
over the Idaho Vandals. 
The Savages will not lay down 




Dan R'oden "of Madera, 
California has been named NAIA 
National Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Lineman of the week" for the 
entire United States. 
His outstanding play in the 
26 . 9 Eastern vict~ry over 
Whitworth earned him the nod 
as well as being chosen NAIA 
district one lineman of the week. 
Roden is a senior defensive 
tack I e and transfer from 
Reedeley junior college in 
California. He dumped the 
Whitworth quarterbacks five 
times for losses of fifty yards 
and had 11 tackles. 
Massengale, and will attempt to 
control the ball and balance the 
passing and running attacks as 
they did against Ceatral. Last 
season Boise defeated the 
savages 1 2-0 . 
"They will surely be favored," 
Massengale commented, "but we 
can bea~ Boise if given the 
breaks and our players put it 
together. We still haven 't played 
our best game. We have the 
potential to score 30-40 points a 
game in our conference." 
M e l Co llins, Eastern's 
All-American candidate 
halfback, brought the crowd to 
their feet midway in the first 
quarter against Central with a 
one-handed grab of a Pete 
Glindeman aerial, he broke two 
tackles and raced down the 
sideline for a 6 3-y a rd 
touchdown. 
Collins ended the day with 
86-yards rushing, four pass 
receptions for 123-yards , 
52-yards in kickoff returns and a 
touchdown. His efforts earned 
him Evergreen "back of the 
week" honors for the second. 
time this season. 
Central 's Jeff Short connected 
on a 5 3-y ard pass to Mike Huard 
to tie the score in the second 
quarter but Eastern was able ta 
move ahead at half time when 
Dan Wakeley burst for 3-yards 
up the middle of the Cat defense 
for a score. 
CENTRAL STOPPED AGAIN - Eastt:rn defenders converge on a 
Wildcat running back. The play one of many third down stops that 
the Savages made in their 27 - 14 win. 
Bob Picard scored his fourth 
touchdown of the season on a 8 
yard pass from Glindeman in the 
third quarter_ The Wildcats 
rallied in the fourth when Short 
hjt Randy Magruder on a 44 
yard bomb with 9: 28 remaining_ 
With Eastern ahead by only six 
the teams traded punts, then 
Glindeman directed a 60 yard 
drive with Wakeley booming in 
from the one with seven seconds 
on the clock. 
Glindeman hit on 14 of 28 
passes and upped his completion 
percentage to . 5 40 tops in the 
EvCo . Massengale praised 
Glindeman and linebacker Al 
Bushnell for outstanding efforts 
in the Savage win. 
. Other Savage highlights 
included Picard's seven 
receptions for 116 yards giving 
him 20 on the season for 
3 24-yards which leads the EvCo. · 
East Cent 
Yards Pusinp . . . ... .".. ... 281 222 
Yards Rushin{! . .. . . . .. . • 247 38 
Yards Lost RushinQ . . . . . . . . 17 14 
Net YardaQe . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 l 346 
Passino ... ........ . ..... 14-28·3 U -45-0 
First Downs Rushino . . . . . . 1 4 
First Downs Passinp . . , . . . . 8 11 
First Dns on Penalties • . . . . _ 0 0 
Punts . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. -4-33.5 9·35.6 
Return Yardage . . . . . . . . . . • . 10 · 29 
Penalties . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • A--40 3-34 
Furn,b!es Lost .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . 2 1 
Cenlral . . . ... ... ...... . I 7 O 7-14 
~!!!".'.!L --.: . . .. . .... . . ... J 7 6 7 27 
EASTE~N - Collins 63 pass from 
Glindeman (Garske kick) 
CENTRAL -- Huard 53 pass from Short 
(Meldehl kick) 
EASTERN - Wakeley 13 rL;\ (Ganke 
-kick) 
EASTERN - Picard 8 ciass from 
Glindemi:in (kick failed) 
CENTRAL . - Maqruqer A4 pass from 
Short (Meldehl kick) 




TC YG YL Net Av~ 
Allen .... .. . ... .. . 9 2• o 24 • 
Weber .. . .. ... .... 2 1 o 2 1.0 
WIiii.ams . . . . . . . . . 7 39 . 1 38 S.4 
Harve v ......... .. It 5fl 5 53 6.6 
Huard . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6 O 6 6,0 
Easter,, 
Collin~ .... . .. ... 18 119 
W~kelev ... , . lR 66 
GllndP.m11n . . . . .. 'f 38 
Monre . . . • . . . . . 10 Sd 
PASSING 
f'Pntral 
3 M -1.8 
0 66 3. 7 
10 28 4.0 _. so 5.0 
Alt . . Comp. YG Avo. r ,.. 
•t.\ H 222 15.'7 311 5hnrl, 
F.ast.e,·n 
.... ·"' ' I A 391 27 .2 .~O(l 
Two Tie Fon 
CS Command 
Gerry Martin and Jeff Jordan 
both posted I 0-1 record s in the 
initial week of Courageou. 
Speculators. Martin's so lo gu ss 
of Stanford over Washington and 
Jordan's tab of Oklahoma vrr 
Texas produced tltt• til'. 
Washington State fumbled away 
their good shot at UCLA. This 
week's tough slate will make t1 
stronl:!. sho'Ying on the sprnd i~gs. 
Rifle Teams 
Star·t Strong · 
Gonzaga ~niversity sponsored 
the first Inland Empire Rifle 
Conference Match at EWSC's 
Cadet Hall to open the 71-72 
season on Oct. 2. Eastern 
Washington's Savage "Red" 
Team won fitst place with a 
respectable 1421 x 1500. Miss 
Karen Stiltner, a senior from 
Sunnyside, led the Savage "Red" 
Team with an excellent score of 
288x300. She placed fourth in 
the overall individual aggregate, 
losing third due to a lower score 
in the off ~hand position. 
The second place team trophy 
was won by the EWSC ROTC 
Team. The EWSC RO,C Team 
fired a 1414xI500. Kenny 
Hendrix, a senior from Walla 
Walla, -led the ROTC Team with 
an outstanding 290x300_ 
However Dick Utter from WSU 
squeaked by with a 291 x300 to 
wm high individual honors. 
According to MSG Floyd 
Garwood, Savage Ri(le Team 
Coach, EWSC has the potential 
to sweep the .- Inland Empire 
Rifle Conference for the sixth 
year in a row. 
The next conference match 
will be fired on 6 November at 
Moscow, Idaho with WSU 
playing host. 
Team Scores · 
I. EWSC "Red" - 1421 x 1500 
2- EWSC RbTC- 1414xl500 
3. Gonzaga ROTC - l 36~x 1500 
4. WSU ROTC - l 362x 1500 
5. U of I Navy - 1 3 4 7 x l 5 00 
6. U of I Army - l 326x 1500 
7. EWSC ''W hite" - I 050x 1500 
Individual Scores 
l. Dick Utter WSU 29 1 x300 
2. Kenny Hcnctrix EWSC ROTC 
290x300 
3. Jerry Provors' EWSC ROTC 
288x300 
4. Karen Stiltner EWSC Rod 
288x300 
5. Perry Maxwell EWSC Red 
286x300 
6. Sue Burgen t·:wsc Red 
285x300 
7. Robert Wood I\WSC' R1.1d 
284xJOO 
TERMPAPERS and THEMES written by pro• 
fessionsls in Speech, Rhetoric, Psychology, 
History, Biology, etc. 
Origin~I paper - $3.50 per page. 
Duplicate paper - $2.00 per page . 
Cash, Money Order or 13~nk Draft. 
QUALITY COLLEGE TERMPAPE~S 
P.O. B01< 193, Roekford, Ill, 6110:S 
COURAG Eo.·us SPECULATORS 
GERRY ~EFF BOB JOHN TOM 
lo 
GUEST: 
MARTIN JORDAN AND ERSON MASSENGALE VAIL DICK CONSENSUS 
10-1 10-1 9-2 9-2 8-3 HOOVER 9-2 
1EWSC-BOISE ST. F.W~f' BOISE ST . EWSC EWSC BOISE ST. BOISE ST . TIE 3-3 
rw~r-EOC ·- _ .cw.s.c cwsc . .cw.s.c. ___ ~ ---- .~wsc £WSC l"'W~f' 6-0 
OTI-PACIFIC pAr1i;,1r PACIFIC PACIFIC PACIFIC PACIFIC PACIFIC PACIFIC 6-0 I 
SOC-SIMON FRASER ~I.' SF SE SF SF soc SF 5-1 
WWSC..IIPS -- 111>~ - IIPS :.JVfilc . :w:wsc ues ww~r TIF'. 1-1 
Wfil!-CAL CAI. WS1J CAL, rAI· wsu w~u .TIE 3-3 
USC-STANFORD STAN usc. STAN use USC STAN TIE 3-3 
Wi\SR . 
. 
WASH-ORE. WASH. WASH. WASH. WASH. ' WASH. WASH. 6-0 
mu:.ST.-AIUZ. ST. .ASU .usu ,ASU ASU A;')U U:SlJ ASU 4-2 
.:UCLA-ARIZ. ·- UCLA AR17. ARIZ, lJCLA l]Cl,,A nr, A UCLA 4-2 
KAN-NEB NEB, NEB. NEB. NEB. NEB. NEB. NEB. 6-0 
TEX-ARK -· ·:""" TEX. TEX. TEX. TEX. lt..X. TEX. TEX. 6-0 
N.D -N r - .. Nn 
. r ND ND ND NlJ ND NO 6-0 
: ALA-TENN TENN. ALA. TENN. I ALA. ALA. ALA. ,ALA. 4-2 
. 
Flag Football Kick.s Off, 
CroSs Town Ram:b-le Set 
By Mick Mellor 
With the practice football 
games over, the rough and 
competitive action of intramural 
football kicks off this week. 
There are two leagues this 
year- the American League and 
National League. Each league is 
composed of three sub-leagues 
with five or six teams composing 
them. 
The three leagues in the 
American League play on 
Tuesday and Thursday and the 
National League teams play on 
Monday and Wednesday. 
Flag football will run till 
O ct ober 2 6 , with the 
championship game between the 
winners of the American and 
National League being played 
October 29. 
The flag football games will 
begin at 3:50 and 4:50 p.m. 
each playirig date and all 
football enthusiasts are invited 
to come out and watch the 
action. 
Like to have fun women? Meet 
n ew people? -Looking for 
something exciting this quar ter? 
Then round up six friends and 
get on down to the Intramural 
Office in the Fieldh ouse and sign 
up for Wo men 's In tramural 
Volleyball. 
Action is open to all women 
students, faculty and wives, but 
you bet ter hurry ; entry deadline 
is October 15. If you can 't get 
enough women together for a 
team, give th e Intramural Office 
The most 
Meaningful Semester 
you'll ever spend ... 
could be the one on _ 
.. }Yorld CamP.US Afloat 
Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient 
Through a transfer format, more than 5,000 
students from 450 campuses have participated 
for a semester in this unique i,rogram in Inter· 
national education, 
WCA wi ll broaden your horizons, literally and 
figurative ly ... and give you a better chance to 
make it- meaningfu lly- in this changing world. 
your name and they will help 
you f qrm a team. 
Don't be left out of the fun 
this quarter- sign up now! 
New open hours .. at the 
fieldhouse for Fall Quarter have 
been set up for all students, 
faculty' staff and families. 
As of September 27, 1971, all 
areas of the fieldhouse (except 
the pool and gymnastic room) 
will be open for recreation 
between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 
p.m. du~g the week when there 
are no conflicts with classes, 
intra murals , athletics or 
pre-scheduled activities. One 
exception will be that the 
fieldhouse will close at 5: 00 
p.m. on Friday. On Sat urday, 
the fieldhouse will be open from 
10:00 a.m. to noon, (only when 
the football team is out of town) 
and on Sunday, open h ours are 
between 2:00 an d 5: 00 p .m. 
Thirsty? 
Take notice joggers. The 
Intramural Office will be holding 
a jogger's competition race with 
side benefits for all. 
The intramural jogger's race, 
according to Intramural Director 
J ared Fors, will be h eld on a 
course t hat goes t hroughout 
Cheney. The runners will have to 
stop at cer tain check points. 
Incidentally, the 2 or 3 check 
points will be at places where 
delicious alcoholiC' beverages are 
served. For all contesta.nts over 
2 1, they will get a healt hy glass 
of beer and joggers under 21 will 
be serve d non-al coh o lic 
beverages 
You' ll study at sea with an eKpericnced c',/.,osc:..· --&---!!!!!~~ll!!~~!J!!!llll'l!P 
mopolitan facu lty, and then during port stops 
you'll study the world itse lf. You' ll discover that 
no matter how foreign and far.away, you have a 
lot in common with people of other lands. 
WCA isn't as expensive as you might thinki 
we've done our best to bring it within reach of 
most col lege students. Write today for free 
details. 
TEACHERS: Summer travel with credit for teach-
ers and administrators. 
Write Today to : 
Chapman College, 
Box CC26, Orange, California 92666 
After regammg their strength 
from the beverages, the joggers 
will fo llow the cou rse 
throughout Cheney to the next 
c h eck point for another 
picker-upper and eventually to 
the fin.ish line, either running or 
being carried over. 
For further information call 
359-7926 or drop into the 
Intramural Office in the 
F ieldhouse. 
' . 
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MAPLESTON , ROSS TIE - Eastem's Bob Maplestone leads in the 
late going at the EWSC Invitational last Saturday. Team mate Joe 
Ross caught up with Maples tone to tie for first place. 
Central Meet To Draw 
Strong Savage· Harriers 
With Eastern 's cross country 
team placing first in the EWSC 
Invitational Cross Country Meet 
last Saturday , they now look 
f o r w a r d to t he Central 
Washington State Invitational at 
Ellensburg, this Saturday, Oc,t. 
16. 
E astern 's cro ss country 
standouts, Bob Maplestone and 
Joe Ross, tied for first place ih 
th e E WSC Invita t ional.' 
Maplestone, the NAIA mile 
champion , and Ross, six-mile 
an d thr ee-mile Evergreen, 
Conference standout, ran the 
4-mile course in a time of 19:19. 
The course started and finished 
in Woodward Stadium during 
the half time· of the Eastern- . 
Central football game. 
Whitworth runners, Tom Hale 
and Jim Ande:l.'~on, placed third 
and fourth wi~h Eastern 's Barry 
Jahn placing fifth. 
Eastern won the event by 
edging Withworth 33 points to 
34, with Central gaining third 







MADDUX CLEANERS & TAILORS 
409 FIRST $ r-
$[ 4 POUNDS CLEAN ONLY
01 
I (You Presa) 
Let us Clean, Spot and 
Expertly Presa Your Better ,~hingsl 
We Also )=eature - UPHOLSTIRY -
DRAPERY & RUG CLEANING I 
.. 
MADDUX CLEANERS & TAILORS 
(Next to Goofy's) 235-6260 
r 
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A.S. GENERAL ELECT-ION TODAY 
LEGISLATIVE POSITION NO. 1 - SPOKANE 
Rick Sh ire 
LEGISLATIVE POSiTION NO. 2 · SPOKANE 
L E G IS L AT IV E PO -S IT I O N N O . 1 - SP O K A N E 
R'ick Shierman 
Cleodis Ray 
LEGISLATI.VE POS·ITION NO. 2 · SPOKANE 
Pat 0/ 0 on nell 
LEGISLATIVE POSITION N0.4 -SPOKANE 
John Greer 






LEGISLATIVE POSITION NO. 3 · CHENEY 
Jim Copeland 
G eo,ge E. Lewis 
L E 'G IS L AT I V E PO S IT I O N N O . 6 · C H E N E Y · 
Terry Stratton 
David P. Hayden 
LEGISLATIVE POSITION N0.12 · CHENEY 
Ronald Clinton 
·Mark Wom hie 
U.S. PRESIDENTIAL POLL· PICK ONE 
Rep.-RichardM.Nixon -
Dem.· Henry Jackson 
Dem. -Ted Kenned.y 
1) Should heer be allowed on campus for those living in dorms over the age ,of 21? 
Yes No .. · 
2) Should a person be allowed to hitchhike on state highways? 
Yes · No 
CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 
1) Changing the' constitut ion to a poin t that makes it easier to obtain election 
officials. 
2) This constitutional change is aimed at providing a faster and more eff icien-t 
means of providing who's who at election time. 
3) The changes in the judicii!l_portion of the constitution cha{]Jles the number 
of members from 5 to 7 and makes a little clearer by what basis a majority . 
shall be decided. 
